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Abstract 

This ESG Technical Review describes the Digital Defense Frontline VM vulnerability management solution that reduces risk 

by identifying and prioritizing vulnerabilities present in the IT infrastructure. The report includes results of remote validation 

of the Frontline VM platform. 

The Challenges 

Managing an organization’s cyber-risk has become more difficult as attackers gain sophistication and knowledge through 

experience, developing stealthy attacks that leverage existing vulnerabilities in weakly protected environments. Modern 

infrastructures with amorphous perimeters and an increasing number of devices, applications, and vulnerabilities 

exacerbate the problem. 

Organizations attempting to reduce cyber-risk can be overwhelmed by the flood of vulnerabilities in their infrastructure, 

and prioritizing which vulnerabilities to remediate presents a significant challenge. Identifying assets, tracking 

vulnerabilities, managing patches, and analyzing vulnerability scan results consumes valuable resources (see Figure 1).1 

Figure 1. Vulnerability Management Challenges 

 

Source: Enterprise Strategy Group 

 
1 Source: ESG Master Survey Results, The Pressing Need for Comprehensive Cyber Risk Management, March 2019. 
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The Solution: Frontline VM 

Digital Defense designed Frontline VM to reduce an organization’s risk by identifying existing vulnerabilities and threats in 

the infrastructure and informing contextual remediation prioritization. Security teams that remediate the vulnerabilities 

that pose the highest risk to their organization can deploy Digital Defense by HelpSystems to maximize resources and 

security improvements while protecting themselves from exploitation that leads to data loss, compromised identifiable 

information, regulatory compliance violations, and DDoS attacks. 

Frontline VM features include: 

• Vulnerability scanning—identifying internal and external 

vulnerabilities that can be exploited. 

• Compliance auditing—ensuring organizations know the 

state of compliance before expensive certification audits. 

• Smart labels—automatically tag assets for easy filtration 

and dynamic grouping, increasing security analyst 

efficiency. 

• Risk-based prioritization—helping prioritize remediation 

with dynamically and continuously generated Security GPA 

security rating metrics. 

• Exploitability ranking—leveraging threat intelligence to 

enhance productivity by focusing efforts on those 

vulnerabilities that are currently being exploited in the wild.  

• Trending—helping organizations track progress over time. 

• Endpoint correlation—using Frontline digital node 

attribution (DNA) that leverages 26 characteristics to 

positively fingerprint and ID nodes and hosts for scan and 

vulnerability correlation over time. 

• Peer comparison—enabling organizations to benchmark risk and remediation activities and determine if their security 

practices align with peers of the same size in the industry. 

• Customizable reports—leveraging labels and filtering for asset-specific vulnerability and patch management reports 

tailored to specific audiences or compliance targets. 

• Network mapping—enabling security analysts to visualize the network security posture and to take action against 

clusters or single assets. 

• Role-based access controls—supporting MSPs, MSSPs, multi-tenant, and multi-user organizations, maintaining user 

accountability and controlling access to assets based on user roles. 

Organizations deploying Frontline VM benefit from: 

• Accuracy—Digital Defense combines patented technology with a zero-tolerance false positive initiative (ZTFPI) to 

effectively eliminate false positives and ensure accuracy of scan results. 

• Scalability—Frontline VM is an on-demand SaaS Platform, and organizations can scan the whole network without the 

need to deploy and maintain agents or additional infrastructure. Agent-based scanning ensures coverage of remote 

endpoints, and the platform is designed to support the needs of end-user organizations, MSPs, and MSSPs. 

• Visibility—On-demand reporting that can be tailored to executives, security analysts, and compliance officers, 

combined with asset correlation, dashboards, built-in trending, and the Frontline Security GPA scorecard ensures that 

the organization maintains visibility into vulnerability status and progress over time. 

• Support—Digital Defense Pro subscription provides a personal security analyst. All subscriptions provide 24/7 US-based 

customer support to ensure organizations can maximize the effectiveness and efficiency of Frontline VM. 
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ESG Validation 

ESG validated key features of Frontline VM through demonstrations and reviews of customer successes. The demos used an 

environment provided by Digital Defense and were focused on efficiency, effectiveness, the reduction of false positives, and 

labeling that helps customers quickly triage and prioritize remediation activities to maximize productivity and reduce risk. 

Dashboard 

Our validation began with a view of the Frontline VM dashboard, which provides customers with key details about their 

network at a glance. It is important to realize that this dashboard is built using data aggregated from multiple vulnerability 

scans and leverages Frontline DNA to correlate results. The security analyst can see the total number of assets, 

vulnerabilities, malware infections, and the time since the most recent scan, as shown in Figure 2. The analyst can also see 

all identified vulnerabilities, impacted assets, and active threats on the network, sorted by the risk-based security posture 

score, enabling analysts to prioritize remediation activities. 

The dashboard provides the current risk-based security posture score (Security GPA) in letter grade and number form, along 

with historical scores for the preceding 12 months. Security GPA is a scoring mechanism that calculates the risk represented 

by vulnerabilities in the environment, accounting for both the severity of the vulnerability and the criticality of the device. 

Rather than using an arbitrary scale, Security GPA uses the familiar educational grading system, with a 0 – 4-point scale and 

traditional A, B, C, D, and F letter grades. Organizations can benchmark their status and remediation activities against other 

similarly sized organizations in similar industrial verticals. 

Figure 2. Frontline VM Dashboard 

 

Source: Enterprise Strategy Group 
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Frontline VM enables analysts to customize risk weights and risk 

classification used in computing Security GPA scores based on 

their own risk tolerance. When Threat Landscape is enabled, 

user-customized weights are applied immediately and used for 

the dashboard and all other displays and reports. With Threat 

Landscape, analysts can provide a risk threshold so that 

vulnerabilities below the threshold are filtered from the display. 

This reduces the amount of less-than-critical information 

presented to the security analyst, promoting improved focus on 

what the organization has pre-determined to be vulnerabilities 

that represent key risks. 

 

 

Zero-tolerance False Positive Initiative and Frontline DNA 

The zero-tolerance false positive initiative is another method Digital Defense uses to avoid overwhelming analysts. By 

reducing or eliminating false positives, analysts can devote their efforts to remediating critical vulnerabilities, increasing 

efficiency and effectiveness. 

To minimize false positives, Digital Defense (DDI) uses these technologies and processes: 

• Detect false positives via internal penetration test team, cloud-

based vulnerability analytics, and identification by external clients. 

• Prevent false positives by following a stringent software 

development process and testing to identify and remediate 

occurrences. 

• Remediate issues through the software development and bug 

processes, updating the CVC detection and eliminating the false 

positive. 

• Measure and publicize the false positive rate across all scanned 

hosts of all customers. 

ESG selected the most recent scan from the list of recently completed scans to display the list of identified vulnerabilities. 

We clicked on the SSL Connection: Server Vulnerable to Heartbleed Attack vulnerability and the vulnerability details were 

immediately displayed inline in the list (see Figure 3). The information Frontline VM provides, including the number of 

occurrences, enables analysts to remediate the issue. 

Zero-tolerance False Positive 
Initiative Mission Statement 

“Digital Defense strives to provide the highest 

quality of CVCs (vulnerability checks) within its 

Frontline Cloud platform by implementing a 

comprehensive suite of strategies and procedures 

aimed at completely eliminating false positives.” 
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Figure 3. Scan Results and Vulnerability Details 

 

Source: Enterprise Strategy Group 

Frontline VM includes Frontline DNA technology that uses 26 unique characteristics to positively fingerprint and identify 

nodes and hosts in the environment. This enables the solution to aggregate and correlate results across scans. 

We selected another vulnerability and then clicked on the count of instances. Frontline automatically searched and filtered 

the list of vulnerability instances to show us all occurrences of the vulnerability, and Frontline VM displayed a list of each 

instance, as shown in Figure 4. The search/filter bar was automatically updated with the vulnerability ID. Next, we pivoted to 

the list of affected assets by selecting the assets tab, reviewing just the assets affected by this vulnerability. This rapid 

searching, filtering, and pivoting enabled us to quickly triage and prioritize our efforts. 
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Figure 4. Pivoting from Vulnerabilities to Assets 

 

Source: Enterprise Strategy Group 

Digital Defense optimized the patented NIRV scanning engine to improve both efficiency and effectiveness. Early probes in 

the scan process obtain information about the network topology and classify assets before doing full-blown asset scans. 

Asset fingerprinting ensures that the scan engine customizes scans based on the asset type and that scans are gentle (i.e., 

ensuring that printers are not scanned for Windows endpoint vulnerabilities that could cause the printer to malfunction and 

print reams of garbage). Frontline DNA asset fingerprinting also ensures that all assets are scanned appropriately without 

skipping assets or requiring pre-knowledge and scan policy tuning.  

Scan optimization, Frontline DNA, and the zero-tolerance false positive initiative gave us high confidence that assets were 

indeed affected by the identified vulnerabilities, and we could immediately proceed to remediation without first investing 

additional resources in another investigation phase to confirm the issues identified by Frontline VM. 

Labeling 

During the scan process, Frontline VM automatically generates labels (also known as tags) for assets and vulnerabilities, and 

security analysts can create and assign their own labels. Security analysts can use labels to group and filter assets and 

vulnerabilities, accelerating the triage and prioritization process and enabling analysts to take further action on a labeled 

group. 

ESG selected the asset BUFF-HEARTBLEED and Frontline VM displayed all the vulnerabilities detected on the asset. This 

display included a list of automatically and user-created labels and provided us with the ability to add more labels (see 

Figure 5). 
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Figure 5. Scan Details and Asset Labels 

 

Source: Enterprise Strategy Group 

We clicked on the filter icon on the top of the window and Frontline VM expanded the window to display a quick filter list of 

all asset labels, as shown in Figure 6. We clicked on Windows, and Frontline VM automatically updated the display by 

filtering and showing just the assets with the user-created label Windows. We could select any or all of the assets and take 

further action such as updating notes or rescanning just those assets. 

Figure 6. Quick Filter by Asset Label 

 

Source: Enterprise Strategy Group 
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Active Threats 

Digital Defense helps security professionals focus their remediations with 

Frontline Threat Landscape. This tool uses more than 25 threat intelligence 

feeds to identify, classify, and rank vulnerabilities that have been “weaponized,” 

or exploited in the wild.  

Traditionally, security analysts prioritize remediation efforts for high and critical 

vulnerabilities. Organizations can improve productivity by further prioritizing 

high and critical weaponized vulnerabilities. Remediating these vulnerabilities 

actively reduces proven threat exposure. 

Frontline VM provides a topology view to help security analysts visualize, 

prioritize, and remediate active threats. The topology view, shown in Figure 7, shows the logical connections between 

assets. These connections represent potential next targets for lateral movement of malware.  

Analysts can pan and zoom the display to rapidly target assets of interest. When zoomed out to show a large amount of 

topology, Frontline VM provided summary statistics listing the number of assets infected with malware, susceptible to 

active exploit threats, known exploits, and assets without antivirus protection. 

At high zoom levels, Frontline VM displays the Security GPA for visible asset collections. We selected the Win7WSUS, and 

Frontline VM displayed the asset’s risk information including CVSS score, Active View risk score, Active View risk weight, and 

whether the asset was vulnerable to active exploit threats or malware.  

Figure 7. Topology View 

 

Source: Enterprise Strategy Group 
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         Why This Matters  

Without strong detection and identification of vulnerabilities, asset fingerprinting, and risk evaluation, organizations lack 
the context to effectively prioritize and remediate activities. Analyst efforts are further hampered when scanning 
impacts the performance and operation of assets or they cannot properly track changes to dynamic assets over time. 

ESG validated that Frontline VM dashboard provides key vulnerability information that enables security professionals to 
find, triage, and prioritize remediation efforts. We found that the familiar letter grades and four-point scale of Security 
GPA risk scores are easy to understand and helped us visualize, filter, and prioritize our efforts. We could accelerate our 
investigation of identified vulnerabilities using Frontline VM’s labels and ability to rapidly pivot between views. 
Incorporating threat intelligence with Threat Landscape helped us further filter and refine our efforts to maximize our 
effectiveness and reduce organizational risk. 

 

The Bigger Truth 

According to ESG research, three quarters (75%) of organizations believe IT complexity has increased in the past two years, 

and 35% of those say that one of the biggest drivers of that complexity is the increasing and changing cybersecurity 

landscape. With increasing complexity comes an increase in the attack surface and concomitant increase in risk. 

Organizational challenges to reduce risk are exacerbated by the ongoing global skills shortage: 48% of organizations report a 

problematic shortage of cybersecurity skills.2 

ESG validated that Frontline VM from Digital Defense enables security professionals to identify, triage, prioritize, and 

efficiently remediate vulnerabilities present in their IT infrastructure. Digital Defense has instituted a zero-tolerance false 

positive initiative to increase accuracy and reduce security analyst workload. The Frontline DNA fingerprinting technology 

positively identifies each unique asset, ensuring vulnerability scan results can be correlated and tracked over time. 

Automatic and custom labeling combined with Threat Landscape threat intelligence accelerates the analyst’s efforts to 

reduce risk by prioritizing remediation of vulnerabilities with proven threat exposure. 

Of course, any organization should evaluate the needs of its environment before deciding on a vulnerability management 

solution. But if you want to reduce risk, optimize efficiency, and accelerate time to results of your security and IT teams in 

their vulnerability remediation and risk reduction efforts, ESG recommends that you take a close look at Frontline VM from 

Digital Defense. 
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2 Source: ESG Research Report, 2021 Technology Spending Intentions Survey, January 2021. 
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